Vaccines exert strong selective pressures on pathogens, favouring the spread of antigenic variants. We propose a simple mathematical model to investigate the dynamics of a novel pathogenic strain that emerges in a population where a previous strain is maintained at low endemic level by a vaccine. We compare three methods to assess the ability of the novel strain to invade and persist: algebraic rate of invasion; deterministic dynamics; and stochastic dynamics. These three techniques provide complementary predictions on the fate of the system. In particular, we emphasize the importance of stochastic simulations, which account for the possibility of extinctions of either strain. More specifically, our model suggests that the probability of persistence of an invasive strain (i) can be minimized for intermediate levels of vaccine cross-protection (i.e. immune protection against the novel strain) and (ii) is lower if cross-immunity acts through a reduced infectious period rather than through reduced susceptibility.
INTRODUCTION
Antigenic variation of pathogens is a well-known phenomenon, but it still poses a threat to the control of infectious diseases. The prospect of efficient vaccines against HIV, dengue or malaria is hampered by the existing antigenic diversity. Vaccines have the potential to impose strong selective pressure on pathogens, allowing the spread of escape mutants. For reasons mostly unknown, some infections have been effectively controlled by mass vaccination without evolving escape mutants. This is the case for most childhood diseases (measles, mumps, rubella, diphtheria, poliomyelitis, etc.), as well as smallpox, the only example of global eradication to date. But the success of other immunization campaigns has been challenged by the recent outbreaks caused by non-vaccine strains. A growing body of evidence is pointing to vaccine-driven antigenic evasion in at least four diseases across the world: (i) hepatitis B virus, in Italy (Carman et al. 1990) , Taiwan (Hsu et al. 1999) , The Gambia (Karthigesu et al. 1999) , Singapore (Chen & Oon 2000) and Turkey (Türkyilmaz et al. 2006) , (ii) Bordetella pertussis in the Netherlands (Mooi et al. 1998) , Italy (Mastrantonio et al. 1999) , the USA (Cassiday et al. 2000) , France (Weber et al. 2001) , Poland (Gzyl et al. 2002) , Canada (Peppler et al. 2003) , the UK (Packard et al. 2004) , Finland (Elomaa et al. 2005) , Argentina (Fingermann et al. 2006) and Taiwan (Lin et al. 2006) , (iii) Streptococcus pneumoniae, in The Gambia (Obaro et al. 1996) , the USA (Brook et al. 2006; Flannery et al. 2006) and South Africa (Mbelle et al. 1999) , and (iv) Haemophilus influenzae (non-type b) meningitis, in Alaska (Perdue et al. 2000) , Brazil (de Almeida et al. 2005) , and Canada (Tsang et al. 2006 ).
Mathematical models have been developed to help understand the factors that can promote the emergence of escape mutants in the presence of a vaccine. However, whereas multiple-strain models without vaccine have flourished for the last 10 years (Andreasen et al. 1997; Gupta et al. 1998; Ferguson et al. 1999; Dawes & Gog 2002; Gog & Grenfell 2002; Gomes et al. 2002; Grenfell et al. 2004) , models for vaccine evasion have seen limited development since a series of seminal articles published around 10 years ago (McLean 1995; Gupta et al. 1997; Lipsitch 1997; White et al. 1998) . They considered at least two strains with different basic reproductive ratios (R 0 ) and a vaccine that targets the best competitor(s). They derived conditions (vaccine coverage, cross-protection, etc.) that allow less fit strains to spread, with or without excluding competitors. Since then, similar models have been applied to some of the diseases mentioned previously: hepatitis B (Wilson et al. 1999 ) and pneumococcal disease (Zhang et al. 2004 ), but also human papillomavirus (Elbasha & Galvani 2005 ) ahead of vaccine implementation.
All those models rely on deterministic dynamics and base their predictions on the following framework: if the initial growth rate of strain x in the presence of strain y is positive, but the opposite does not hold, then only strain x will remain at equilibrium. Alternatively, if the strains can invade each other, then the usual outcome is stable coexistence (or possibly oscillations when more than two strains are considered). However, including chance (i.e. demographic stochasticity) into models is likely to alter those simple predictions. Stochastic models for infectious disease dynamics have been studied in great details (Bartlett 1953; Keeling & Grenfell 1997; Mollison 1977; van Herwaarden 1997; Andersson & Britton 2000; Grenfell et al. 2001; Nåsell 2002) , showing, in particular, that even 'fit' pathogens can go extinct in the turmoil of epidemic dynamics. Recent models have started to explore the interactions between strain diversity and epidemiological dynamics in stochastic frameworks (Gog et al. 2003; Abu-Raddad & Ferguson 2004; Kirupaharan & Allen 2004; Stollenwerk et al. 2004; Restif & Grenfell 2006) , but vaccination has not been taken into account yet.
In this paper, we study immune evasion as a dynamic process, in which an antigenic mutant may invade but not necessarily persist. Practically, in a population where an endemic pathogenic strain is maintained at a low incidence by a vaccine, we introduce a mutant strain against which vaccination confers limited protection. In contrast with the studies cited previously, we assume that the novel strain has the same basic reproductive ratio as the endemic strain. Therefore, in a deterministic framework, the mutant is able to invade with or without vaccine, and the two strains are expected to coexist. However, in a stochastic framework, we show that invasion can be rapidly followed by the extinction of either strain and that the probability of persistence depends on the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the cross-immunity conferred by the vaccine against the novel strain.
Following on our previous study (Restif & Grenfell 2006) , in which there was no vaccination, we choose pertussis as a topical example to illustrate our point. However, the same method can be applied to other acute infectious diseases. By combining different modelling approaches, we aim to provide more complete predictions on the shorter-and longer-term effects of vaccination on both antigenic variation and epidemic dynamics.
METHODS
The model (figure 1) is derived from a classical susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model with a few additions. First, we consider two strains of the pathogen which interact through cross-infection. In the following, strain 1 is initially endemic, whereas strain 2 is a new strain introduced into the population. Second, a vaccine is used to immunize a proportion p of all newborns, conferring full protection against strain 1, but partial protection only against strain 2. Third, cross-protection (conferred by the vaccine or the primary infection) is modelled as either reduced infection rate or shorter infectious period (table 1); for each of the four cross-protection parameters, a value of zero represents no change, and cross-immunity increases as the value approaches 1, which represents total protection. Lastly, immunity wanes at a constant rate (s for natural infection, s V for vaccination).
In order to keep the model reasonably simple, we make a number of simplifying assumptions, which could be easily modified in line with relevant empirical data. Here, these parsimonious assumptions reflect the lack of information currently available on pertussis. In particular, both strains are assumed to have the same infection rate b, infectious period 1/g and immune period 1/s, and all infected individuals are equally infectious. In addition, births and deaths occur at the same rate m, so that the population size remains constant in the deterministic model.
We successively used three techniques to explore the dynamics of this system. First, we analysed the initial invasion rate of the novel strain, using a deterministic version of the model, as described by the following system of ordinary differential equations (see table 2 for a description of symbols):
ð2:1Þ
Second, we ran deterministic simulations by numerically integrating the above system, starting from endemic equilibrium of strain 1 with vaccine coverage
Compartmental sketch of the model used in this study. Births and deaths at rate m per capita are not shown, nor vaccine uptake p.
p and introducing a fraction of 10 K6 infected with the novel strain 2. We recorded the depth of the postepidemic trough, i.e. the minimum fractions infected with strain 1 or 2 following introduction.
Third, we implemented a stochastic version of the model using a Gillespie-type algorithm (Bartlett 1953; Gillespie 1977; Gibson & Bruck 2000) , as described by Restif & Grenfell (2006) . Simulations were run with an initial population size of one million, starting from the (deterministic) endemic equilibrium for strain 1 and introducing one infected individual with strain 2 at time tZ0. For each set of parameter values, we ran a series of 1000 simulations for 10 years, during which we recorded all infections, as well as extinctions of either strain. Simulations were then classified based on the events of extinction within 10 years of introduction: extinction of both strains; initial extinction of strain 2 (i.e. without causing an outbreak); trough extinction of strain 2 only; replacement by strain 2 (i.e. only strain 1 went extinct after the outbreak); or coexistence (no extinction). Because all recorded extinctions occurred within 5 years of the introduction, we are confident that the outcome after 10 years is reliable as to the longterm persistence of strains in the population. However, that may not be the case in small populations, as endemic levels would be much lower and more prone to fade-outs.
Overall, we focused on the effect of vaccine parameters (coverage and cross-protection). Numerical values were inspired by pertussis, with a high basic reproductive ratio R 0 Z17, an average infectious period of three weeks and average immune periods of several years (Anderson & May 1991; Esposito et al. 2001; Broutin et al. 2004 ).
RESULTS

Invasion analysis
We first consider the situation where strain 1 is endemic in the presence of the vaccine and strain 2 is absent. The system admits an equilibrium given bŷ
where R 0 Zb/(mCg) is the pathogen's basic reproductive ratio. It can be shown (Moghadas & Gumel 2003) that the equilibrium is stable if the two following conditions are met:
Hence, elimination of the disease by vaccination is feasible only if s V !m/(R 0 K1). In other words, the average immune period of the vaccine (1/s V ) must be at least (R 0 K1) times the average lifespan (1/m), which is far from being the case for pertussis vaccines (Anderson & May 1991; Esposito et al. 2001; Broutin et al. 2004 ) and probably many others. In the following, we will assume that
; ð3:3Þ so that strain 1 is endemic whatever the vaccine coverage.
In a second step, we consider that strain 2 is introduced into the population at a very low frequency. It can be shown (see appendix A) that, after short transient dynamics, the frequency of strain 2 (I 2 CJ 2 C I V2 ) will approximately follow an exponential growth of the form exp(xt), where x can be found numerically by solving the following equation:
ð3:4Þ which always admits one positive root, so strain 2 can always spread in the population (unless cross-protection is perfect, i.e. qZtZ1 or nZhZ1). This growth rate x depends on vaccine coverage and cross-protection, as shown in figure 2. In particular, higher coverage enhances the spread of the novel strain if vaccination Table 2 . Symbols used.
S proportion susceptible to both strains I i proportion in primary infection with strain iZ{1,2} R i proportion immune to strain i only J i
proportion in secondary infection with strain iZ{1,2} R proportion immune to both strains V proportion vaccinated and still immune to strain 1 I V2 proportion vaccinated and infected by strain 2 b rate of transmission g rate of recovery m birth and death rate p vaccine coverage (proportion of newborns vaccinated) s rate of loss of natural immunity s V rate of loss of vaccine immunity q cross-protection conferred by primary infection (reduction in susceptibility) n cross-protection conferred by primary infection (reduction in infectious period) t cross-protection conferred by vaccination (reduction in susceptibility) h cross-protection conferred by vaccination (reduction in infectious period) R 0 basic reproductive ratio of the pathogen: R 0 Zb/(gCm) 
Vaccine evasion O. Restif and B. T. Grenfell 145 is less protective against cross-infection than natural immunity, i.e. t!q. Using different models, McLean (1995) , Lipsitch (1997) and White et al. (1998) previously showed that increasing the coverage of a vaccine with limited cross-protection can favour the invasion of a novel strain, even if the latter has a lower R 0 than the endemic strain. Figure 2b illustrates the asymmetry between the two forms of vaccine cross-protection considered in the model. Indeed, a vaccine which reduces susceptibility to a novel strain without affecting its infectious period may be less permissive than a vaccine that shortens the infectious period of the novel strain without affecting susceptibility. The same argument can be made from the viewpoint of the mutant strain: there appears to be an advantage to evading vaccine protection on susceptibility (low t but high h) over evading protection on infectious period (low h but high t).
Deterministic dynamics
Numerical simulations confirmed that the deterministic system always converges towards stable coexistence of the two strains, under the conditions stated previously. However, as argued in our previous paper (Restif & Grenfell 2006) , the depth of the post-epidemic troughs, i.e. the minimal incidence reached by each strain after the initial outbreak (figure 3), suggests that, in a finite population, one strain or even both might go extinct. Actual frequencies of extinction will be studied in §3.3 using a stochastic framework. Here, we record the depth of troughs and illustrate the effects of vaccine parameters on epidemic dynamics, beyond simple invasion analyses.
We showed in §3.1 that high vaccination coverage and long-lasting immunity can favour the initial spread of strain 2, if vaccine-induced cross-immunity is weaker than natural cross-immunity (figure 2a). As illustrated in figure 4, the trough patterns are more complex. First, increasing vaccine coverage (figure 4a) always leads to deeper troughs of strain 2, as well as strain 1 (not shown). If vaccine cross-protection is weaker than natural cross-protection (t!q), high vaccine coverage has a weaker, but still negative, effect on trough depth of strain 2; this suggests that the initial benefit of invasion conferred by high vaccine coverage can be followed by a higher risk of extinction.
Second, the effect of vaccine cross-protection on trough depth can be either positive or negative. Actually, the minimal incidence of strain 2 reaches its lowest value for intermediate values of t and h (e.g. tZ 0.5 and hZ0.6 in figure 4b ). This is caused by two antagonistic effects of cross-protection. On the one hand, weak cross-protection enables a strain to rapidly infect individuals immune to the other strain. On the other hand, strong cross-protection prevents the strain from overexploiting that resource. Figure 3 illustrates the latter effect: stronger cross-protection (tZ0.9 compared with tZ0.7) slows down the initial outbreak and prevents a drastic depletion of the vaccinated compartment (V ), so that strain 2 is maintained at a higher incidence during the trough. However, this positive effect of cross-protection has its limits; as can be seen in figure 4b , very high values of t (typically, tO0.9) result in deeper troughs. Indeed, such levels of cross-protection strongly reduce the infection rate of strain 2 and hinder its bounce after the trough.
Finally, we showed in §3.1 that a vaccine that reduces susceptibility to new strains (i.e. with a high t and a low h) is less permissive to invasion than the one that reduces their infectious period (high h and low t). However, the present analysis indicates that the latter type of vaccine can lead an invasive strain to a deeper post-epidemic trough than the former (figure 4b), hence possibly making its extinction more probable.
Stochastic simulations
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 highlighted discrepancies between the effects of certain parameters of the model (vaccine coverage and strength of cross-protection) on the initial rate of invasion of strain 2 ( §3.1) and the depth of the post-epidemic troughs ( §3.2). How informative are those two techniques on the efficacy of a particular vaccine against novel strains or on the evolutionary success of a particular mutant?
Stochastic simulations allow us to track strain invasion and extinction, together with epidemiological dynamics. Figure 5 shows typical trajectories following the introduction of strain 2 in a population. Each possible outcome (depending on whether each strain goes extinct or survives) has a specific signature in terms of total observed cases. For example, survival of one strain only after the initial outbreak (figure 5b or d ) tends to cause slower and deeper oscillations (of total cases) than the coexistence of both strains (figure 5c). We are planning to investigate in a further study how the particular shape of these dynamics would be affected by other factors, such as seasonal forcing or population structure, previously included in singlestrain models for pertussis (Grenfell & Anderson 1989; Rohani et al. 2002) .
We then analyse the effects of vaccine parameters on the frequencies of extinctions and the number of cases following an outbreak. How do they compare with earlier predictions based on invasion rates and deterministic dynamics?
First, we showed that increasing the coverage of a vaccine that confers weak cross-protection would favour the initial spread of a novel strain (figure 2a), and then slightly increase the depth of the trough (figure 4a). Actually, as shown in figure 6a, a vaccine that does not confer protection against a novel strain will enhance its persistence as coverage increases. As expected, the pattern is reversed if the vaccine is more protective than natural immunity (figure 6b); strain 2 still produces an outbreak in about 90% of simulations, but it is more likely to go extinct afterwards as coverage increases. Strain extinction appears to be the main factor affecting disease incidence after the introduction of the second strain. We recorded the total number of cases occurring in the 10 years that follow introduction (represented by the diameter of symbols in figure 6 ). Over that period, disease incidence is mainly dependent on the occurrence of extinctions. Thus, increasing the coverage of a vaccine that does not confer cross-protection (figure 6a) would have little impact on case numbers in the most probable scenario where both strains coexist. By contrast, increasing the uptake of a cross-protective vaccine (figure 6b) would favour extinctions of strain 2, resulting in lower incidence.
The non-monotonic effects of vaccine cross-protection (t and h), which we observed with deterministic simulations (figure 4b), are confirmed with stochastic simulations. Indeed, there appears an optimum level (around tZhZ0.4 in figure 7 ) that maximizes the frequency of trough extinctions, and therefore minimizes average disease incidence after the outbreak (not shown). In other words, novel strains that are most likely to persist (possibly excluding their pre-existing competitors) are either those that are least affected by vaccine immunity (very low t and h) or those that only marginally escape vaccine immunity (t and h close to 1). As explained earlier, the latter strategy can be viewed as a prudential use of resources that prevents post-epidemic depletion of susceptible individuals. Conversely, from the pathogen's point of view, stochastic simulations (figure 7) confirm that maintaining infectious period (i.e. low h) is more efficient than maintaining infectiousness (i.e. low t). In addition, combining intermediate levels of the two forms of evasion appears to be the worst strategy to persist in the population after the initial outbreak. and five values of vaccine coverage (horizontal axis). In each series, we recorded the frequencies (vertical scale) of the five possible outcomes (pattern coded) and the corresponding number of cases (the diameter of bubbles represents the average number for each outcome) in the 10 years that follow the introduction of strain 2. Other parameters are as in figure 5, except natural crossprotection qZ0.5.
DISCUSSION
As described in §1, most of the recent or prospective immunization campaigns are likely to be challenged by the emergence of antigenically diverse strains. Public health officers need quantitative predictions about the shorter-and longer-term dynamics of those strains as well as the implications for disease epidemiology, in order to derive optimal strategies. However, with a few exceptions (e.g. Stollenwerk et al. 2004 ), existing models for strain dynamics provide little information on disease dynamics. By combining deterministic and stochastic simulations of a simple model for two strains and a vaccine, we have overcome some of the limitations of classical approaches. The main message from our study is that vaccination not only affects the emergence of antigenic variants, but also their persistence, sometimes in opposite ways.
Here, we focused on a few parameters representing key properties of the vaccine and chose numerical values tailored to pertussis. Although the model would need to be adjusted to obtain predictions on specific diseases and strains, we can derive a few general patterns.
Strain dynamics
First, we considered the effects of increasing vaccine coverage. In the absence of antigenic variation, this would help fight the disease (see equation (3.1)). However, previous studies (McLean 1995; Lipsitch 1997; White et al. 1998) showed that increasing the coverage of a vaccine with low cross-protection could favour the spread of escape mutants. We confirmed that trend and went on to show that the invasive strain may also be less likely to go extinct after an outbreak as the coverage increases. Conversely, if the vaccine confers higher cross-protection than natural infection, then the frequency of extinction increases with coverage. In summary, a vaccine with narrow antigenic specificity is all the more prone to antigenic evasion, as it is more efficient against the targeted strain.
Second, we varied the strength of cross-protection conferred by the vaccine and found less intuitive patterns. One of the unexpected results was that a high level of vaccine cross-protection (typically, susceptibility to a new strain reduced by 90%) can actually favour the persistence of that new strain. Actually, a vaccine achieving only 50% cross-protection can be more successful in driving the new strain extinct. As we argued earlier, strong cross-protection results in a milder outbreak of the new strain, which prevents a catastrophic depletion of susceptible persons.
Finally, we combined two forms of cross-protection: either reduction in susceptibility or shorter infectious period. Whereas classical epidemiological models predict that the two parameters equally affect the invasion rate of a pathogen (as the basic reproductive ratio R 0 is proportional to their product), we found a significant asymmetry, as in our previous model (Restif & Grenfell 2006) . In short, if we compare a vaccine that reduces susceptibility with the one that shortens the infectious period, the latter enhances the initial invasion of a new strain, but then makes it more likely to go extinct. Actually, a vaccine that combines mild reductions in both susceptibility and infectious period is most likely to result in strain extinction.
Implications for disease control
Although we have so far emphasized strain extinction, a factor overlooked by previous studies, health policies should primarily aim at controlling disease incidence. Therefore, it is important to understand the relation between strain dynamics and disease incidence. For example, Stollenwerk et al. (2004) showed that strain diversity could be responsible for irregular meningococcal outbreaks. In this study, we recorded the total number of cases in the 10 years that follow the introduction of the novel strain. Overall, the most Vaccine evasion O. Restif and B. T. Grenfell 149 favourable outcomes are either an initial extinction of the new strain or later extinction of both strains. However, they amount to very different dynamics: the former results in lower incidence in the short term, but strain 1 remains endemic, whereas the latter ensures long-term elimination of the disease, but only after a big outbreak. If only one strain remains present after the outbreak, the incidence is lower than if both coexist. This appears to be caused by out-of-phase cycles of coexisting strains (as illustrated in figure 5 ), although this mechanism would require further analyses, as it may depend on the precise nature of interactions between strains (see Gupta et al. 1998; Rohani et al. 1999) . Thus, our method allows the quantification of the probable outcomes of vaccine evasion, both in terms of strain dynamics and expected case numbers. This can help decide on vaccine policies, for example setting up targets for vaccine coverage or choosing between different vaccines with different properties. Other factors, such as population structure or boosters, could be added into the model.
We showed that both the strength and the nature of vaccine cross-protection had important and sometimes counter-intuitive effects. However, estimating these parameters for a given system is feasible only if all strains are already present. The protection against new strains that may arise by mutation is hard to know in advance. Antigenic mapping is a new tool that helps quantify cross-protection in highly diverse pathogens such as human influenza viruses (Smith et al. 2004 ), but its predictive value is still limited by the knowledge on the genetic and antigenic constraints that may drive pathogen evolution.
Our method provides information on the possible fate of a new mutant, depending on its antigenic distance to the former strain and the vaccine. Interestingly, we found that a very short distance (i.e. strong cross-protection) may promote the spread and persistence of the mutant (see §3.2 for a description of this prudential strategy), although long antigenic distances (i.e. weak cross-protection) are still more favourable.
Rethinking immune evasion and pathogen evolution
The study of antigenic variation and its implications for disease control often appears to distinguish two mechanisms. On the one hand, some pathogens have evolved huge antigenic diversity in the absence of vaccination, under the pressure of strain competition either within hosts (e.g. HIV) or among them (e.g. human influenza). Here, the main issue is to produce vaccines that are able to protect against a wide range of variants. On the other hand, the very use of vaccines has selected the emergence of novel antigenic mutants (e.g. hepatitis B) or favoured the spread of once rare serotypes (e.g. S. pneumoniae). Such a change raises the question of whether the composition or the use of the vaccine at stake should be updated. This dichotomy is reflected in the theoretical literature on the subject. The former mechanism has been described by models, in which each strain induces specific immune memory that may partly protect against secondary infections by competing strains (e.g. Andreasen et al. 1997; Gupta et al. 1998; Ferguson et al. 1999; Gog & Grenfell 2002) . The latter mechanism has been addressed by a group of models (McLean 1995; Lipsitch 1997; White et al. 1998) , in which an endemic strain targeted by a vaccine is challenged by a single mutant that (i) can infect vaccinated individuals and (ii) has a lower reproductive ratio R 0 than the endemic strain. Thus, the mutant cannot invade unless vaccine coverage and specificity are high enough. Our study aims to draw a bridge between those two frameworks: on the one hand, the two strains considered here differ only in the antigenic space-the mutant does not pay a cost for its ability to evade vaccination; on the other hand, the coverage and the specificity of the vaccine do alter the ability of the mutant to persist and replace the endemic strain. Together with our previous paper (Restif & Grenfell 2006) , this study challenges classical modelling frameworks for the evolution of pathogens. First, the interplay between short-term epidemic dynamics and evolutionary processes cannot be ignored. Second, pathogen evolution is not entirely determined by variations in the basic reproductive ratio R 0 .
Concluding remarks
The examples shown in this study were based on a simplistic two-strain model with parameter values inspired by pertussis. Unfortunately, the scarcity of data on pertussis strain dynamics and their relative cross-immunity still limits our ability to test predictions from this model. Recently, Lin et al. (2006) published parallel time-series for pertussis case reports and strain prevalence in Taiwan between 1993 and 2004. During that period, they witnessed two episodes of strain replacement which followed epidemic peaks. Those peaks appear far less dramatic than in most of our simulations (although pertussis report rates are widely regarded as very low), which may indicate strong levels of cross-protection between strains, in which case we expect strain replacement to be a probable outcome. As more accurate data are expected to be published, we now intend to refine our approach to make specific predictions about pertussis or other diseases.
Different model structures or numerical values would affect the depth of the troughs and the chances of extinction. The rule of thumb is that factors that help the strains 'recover' from the depletion of the susceptible population tend to make the trough less deep and prevent extinction: higher R 0 ; shorter immune period; and longer infectious period (Restif & Grenfell 2006) . Eventually, the probabilities of extinctions will strongly depend on the size of the population (AbuRaddad & Ferguson 2004) . Therefore, this study should be seen as a template that can be tailored to any specific disease. By keeping the model simple, we were able to analyse and explain the results of stochastic simulations, but this may prove harder as the complexity of the model increases.
We are now considering further extensions of the model, in particular a metapopulation framework where sub-populations may represent neighbouring cities (with different sizes) or countries (with different vaccine policies) exchanging infected individuals through migration. We have consciously omitted variations in population sizes and migration terms in this paper, as those factors will be explored in detail in a future study. The present model will then serve as a starting point, representing a relatively small, isolated community.
To conclude, we hope that this study will help promote a sound approach to the design of mathematical models for public health: making a model more realistic does not depend so much on the number of compartments and parameters included, as on a careful choice of underlying assumptions and methods.
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APPENDIX A. INVASION RATE OF STRAIN 2
Assuming that strain 1 is at the endemic equilibrium described by equation (3.1) 
Let X 2 (t)ZI 2 (t)CJ 2 (t)CI V2 (t), and assume that, over a limited interval t 0 !t!t 1 , X 2 (t) approximately follows an exponential growth written as C e xt , where C is a positive constant and x is the exponential invasion rate of strain 2. System (A 1) can then be solved as follows: 
where K 2 , K 0 2 and K V2 are three constants that depend on initial conditions. If xO0, then the first term in each function rapidly becomes negligible. Since we initially assumed that I 2 (t)CJ 2 (t)CI V2 (t)ZC e xt , then x must satisfy the following relation:
It can be seen that f is a continuous, decreasing function over [0, N] . If cross-immunity is perfect, i.e. qZtZ1, then (A 3) admits xZ0 as a solution; as expected, strain 2 remains virtually constant (after short transient variations). Otherwise, f (0)O1, so (A 3) admits a unique solution xO0.
Note that this proof relies on the assumption that strain 2 initially follows an exponential growth; if so, then the rate is given by solving equation (A 3). We checked numerically, by integrating the full system of differential equations given by equation (2.1) with the software MATHEMATICA, the fit between the initial dynamics of strain 2 and the predicted exponential growth. For example, across the range of parameter values shown in figure 2b , linear regressions of the function log[I 2 (t)CJ 2 (t)CI V2 (t)] over the interval tZ [0, 30 days] gave coefficients of variation R 2 O0.93 (which represents the fraction of the variation of the data explained by the linear regression), supporting the assumption of an initial exponential growth for strain 2. Over the same range of values, the relative error between x, as given by solving equation (A 3), and the actual growth rate obtained by the linear regression was less than 3%.
